Bratina New
French
ref. 5005
Manufacture :
Handmade artistic
process of Filigree
and process of
Chiselling
Finish : gold plated
Dimension: tray
diameter 40 cm.
H= 26 cm.
Ladle length 33 cm.

Center Ghidi four
Crystal Bottles
ref.517
Handmade artistic process
of metal
Finish :gold plated
Crystal bottle (24% pbo) =
0,55 liters each

Center Carlo –ref. Ct 57
Center revolving with crystal glass an 4 little
crystal cups
Finish: gold plated
Diam. 30 cm.(big Bowl)-10 cm. ( Little bowls)

Center Dentel –ref.3213
Finish: gold plated or silver plated
Diam. 30 cm.(big Bowl)-12 cm. ( Little bowls)

Bratina Seta
ref. 1152
Bratina Seta with eight
cups and with ladle
Manufacture :
Handmade artistic
process of Filigree and
process of Chiselling
Finish : silver plated
Dimension: diameter 54
cm. – H= 33 cm.
Big bowl- diam. 28 cm.
Little cups- diam. 8 cm.
Ladle- length 33 cm

Silver Tre is a small workshop in Milan, born from the brothers
Traviganti who have years of work in the workshop of his
father and have acquired over time
all the secrets of the handmade metal and its finishes.
In our laboratory we continue to invent and propose new
models for the furnishing of home, from the center pieces to
serving trays, from tables to console
or to objects of pure design.
The design along with glossy or satin finish in gold or silver
and together the use of enamels in all colors and shades make
all the customizable items which can be inserted in specific
contexts.
With imagination and taste, you can create a wide range of
products for home with simple and clean lines , in classic style
or in artistic decorative style.
The client can provide an idea, an accurate drawing or just a
photo to create with us a exclusive line for his house and its
environments.
SILVER TRE Srl
Via Tortona 30/32
20144 Milan(Italy)
C.F. e P.I. 12930040154
Tel. 0039 0258100157
Fax 0039 028378653
info@traviganti.com

